METHOD AND APPLIANCE FOR THE DETECTION OF CURRENT DISCONTINUITY IN SWITCHED ELECTRICAL POINT OF AN ALTERNATING NETWORK

Abstract: Method and appliance which detects if the interruption of current to an electrified load which is connected to a switched electrified point of an alternating network was by the user volition, or is due to a general electrical blackout, or if there was no interruption of electrification. With the aid of a microcontroller, the network voltage is calculated and then, by measuring period T, existence of rectification is calculated, in order to determine the status of switch (3), namely if half sine period is detected the switch is open and if a full sine period is detected the switch is closed, both cases with user volition, without the occurrence of a general electrification blackout, in which case the command is executed via the existing AC load control relay (25), while battery (9) always remains in charge mode, while if it is detected that the Period is equal to infinity, then there has been a general electrical blackout, operation is switched into rechargeable battery (9) operation and external load (13) is connected via power circuit (12).
Method and appliance for the detection of current discontinuity in switched electrical point of an alternating network

The invention pertains to the field of electronic/electrical engineering and relates to a method of detecting whether the interruption of current to an electrified load, connected to a switched electrical point of an alternating network, was intended by the user or conversely if the interruption of current is the result of a general failure (from the electricity provider or due to damage in the distribution board), or finally if the point is electrified.

The method can be applied to any electrified switched point of 2 conductors switched phase (L) and non switched neutral (N) of an alternating network, independent of the load being powered, e.g. lamp, ceiling fan, etc. (or switched neutral (N) and non switched phase (L) according to national specifications of each country). Implementation of the method requires the presence of a rechargeable battery.

The invention is referred to an appliance implementing the method.

In the current state of the art, appliances which operate with rechargeable backup batteries (for example uninterruptable light luminaries, security lighting, wireless smoke detectors with rechargeable batteries, wireless security intrusion sensors, etc.) require, for their proper functionality, permanent AC power source, so that their batteries can be charged during the period of current supply existence. When the current supply is discontinued, the batteries activate the specified functions of the appliances.

The technical problems that occur during the installation and use of these appliances are numerous:

A first technical problem is that for their operation and charging of their battery, when connected to the common urban alternating current network, require the existence of an undisrupted sine wave current, where V(t) = Vpk Sine (cot), where \( \omega = 2\pi f \), where Vpk and f are defined by the electricity providers in each country (e.g. Vpk=325V f=50Hz).

Consequently the appliances of uninterruptible or emergency operation cannot be installed at existing switched point fittings without the simultaneous existence or installation of a third conductor of permanent current supply, despite the fact that switched point fittings in a building,
normally located high, are by nature more suitable than the uninterruptible supply points for the said installations. The reason appliances of uninterruptible or emergency operation cannot be placed in switched points, is because without the existence of this additional (third) conductor of permanent supply, today's techniques are not able to discern if the interruption was intended by the user, using the switch, or if it was due to a general failure (by the electricity provider or due to damage to the distribution board). Therefore if these appliances are connected to a switched point outlet, every interruption of their electrification, be it by the user using the switch, or general disruption (namely due to the electricity provider or due to damage to the distribution board), will lead to the same result: the appliances would enter backup operation with their battery and of course their battery charging operation will stop. However, the above is as serious disadvantage in today's technique because the backup function of appliances is planned only for the situation where the electrical failure is general, namely by the electricity provider or due to distribution board damage and not for the case in which the user voluntarily disrupted the electrification. Thus, there will be needless waste of the backup battery of the uninterruptible appliances. Additionally (specially if the appliance that was installed at the switch point was a safety light), each time the user would disconnect the electrification, wishing to stop illuminating the room, it would enter it's light operation, thereby negating the command of the user who desired the light switched off.

Yet another technical problem arises when such appliances with rechargeable batteries e.g. security lighting, wireless smoke detectors etc., need to be retro fitted in existing buildings - such as common areas of multi-apartment dwellings, corridors, office spaces, etc. - when there was no plan, during construction, for the installation of such appliances, namely the existence of the third conductor of permanent current supply. Here appears the disadvantage that appliances of today's level of technology cannot exploit the existing switched electrical points (despite the fact that these points are appropriate for their installation) without any requirement for extensive contractual and electrical work for the installation of the third conductor of uninterruptible non voluntarily interrupted current supply to the electrified point where those appliances will be connected. Thus, retrofit installation for such appliances in such buildings requires significant cost for new electrical fixtures with all the
known consequences, grouting, plastering, painting etc, disproportionately higher than the cost of the appliances themselves. Furthermore, there is an ecological burden for the environment with the use of additional copper for the third conductor considering the energy requirement for its production.

The present invention solves the above technical problems.

In brief, the method is implemented and operates both in full sine wave period \( (0 < \omega < 2\pi) \) and in half sine wave period \( (0 < \omega < \pi) \) or \( (\pi < \omega < 2\pi) \) of alternating current (AC), but also in the absence of any period (electrification interruption, \( T = \text{infinite} \)). It uses an alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - (PWM Converter). With an optocoupler this information is transferred to the microcontroller. The microcontroller measures the time of half period \( (t) \) and period \( (T) \), and calculates the ratio between them \( t/T \) and calculates the network voltage, hence determining whether there is no supply disruption to the existing electrical point, or if there is interruption in power supply:

a) because of a general failure by the electricity provider or due to damage in the distribution board this including the case in which there is voltage sag (as this term is defined by the international organizations particularly in the security systems),

or

b) because there was a power interruption so intended by the user via the switch of the specific electrified point.

In the first case (a), the rechargeable battery is put into operation while in the second case (b), the user's command is executed for electrical disconnection to the existing load (AC) and the rechargeable battery does not enter into operation but continuous its charge.

The invention also refers to an appliance implementing the method. The appliance is connected to a switched point electrical outlet.
The appliance can operate in two ways: equipped with its own rechargeable battery or not.

In the first form, where the appliance offers its own rechargeable battery, it constitutes a new autonomous appliance which does not exist to date, aimed at load function checking (e.g. burned out or malfunctioning light bulb), or test for possible interruption of electrification (e.g. due to fuse damage).

Thus, as an example, it could be used in the road lighting columns of local or national roads which also operate as switched electrical points. Then, thanks to the backup battery which the appliance is equipped with and using telematic methods, it will be capable to transmit to the relevant control center the information that a section (block) of street lighting bulbs has been put out of service due to electrification interruption or burned out fuse, or that a specific light bulb is malfunctioning/burned out. Further, the system, by using GPS (Global Positioning System) technology, would be able to send the exact geographical coordinates of the damage.

Also, having its own rechargeable battery, the appliance can - by using LED lamps - operate as a new type of safety light as well. In this form, the appliance is used when at the switched electrified point there is a connected load such as e.g. lamp, bracket lamp, ceiling fan, etc.

In the cases above where the appliance is equipped with its own rechargeable battery, it is connected between the switched electrified point and its electric load (e.g. lamp, applique, etc.) terminating at a new connection point (wire terminal connector) for the connection of the existing electric load. As a result of this method, the new connection point retains all of its characteristics as a switched electrified point. After the connection of the electric load to the appliances new connection point, the load may continue to be controlled by the manual switch, or by automatic mechanisms that are activated by the user in an indirect way e.g. staircase lighting in multi storey buildings, or without user intervention such as e.g. lighting control with electronic timers, etc.

In its second form, where the appliance is not equipped with its own rechargeable battery, constitutes a subsystem (module) and it is embedded in an appliance of uninterruptible or emergency operation,
namely a foreign (host) appliance which uses its own rechargeable battery and belongs to today's level of technology, e.g. security light, smoke detector, etc. The electrical connection with the host appliance is done in a manner similar to the above, while their communication is implemented with a serial channel suitable for every host.

The invention is implemented in the same way in appliances that instead of rechargeable battery they are equipped with super capacitors.

The invention is implemented the same way in cases when there is no general failure but a voltage sag where it can detect discrete voltage levels and make relative decisions (as per voltage sag specifications defined by International Organizations specifically for security systems).

In today's state of the art there is no other method and appliance that implements a method, such as this, capable of discerning that the discontinuity of current to an electrified load, a) was due to a general failure (by the electricity provider or damage to the distribution board) or b) it was voluntarily disrupted by the user, using the same switched electrified point of the existing load (AC) and without the existence of a third conductor of uninterrupted supply.

The major advantage of this method and the appliance implementing it, is that it allows the installation of all appliances that operate with rechargeable battery (such as security lights, smoke detectors, alarms, etc) at points of switched electrification, while with current technology they would require for their charging an electrical point of uninterruptible line (non switched phase and neutral).

By principle the present method allows utilization of all the existing switched electrical points which, normally located high on ceilings, are more attractive for the installation of such appliances allowing their installation at such points.

A further advantage is that thanks to this method the appliance's backup up battery is not wasted unnecessarily as it would enter backup operation only when there is a general failure by the electricity provider or damage to the distribution board.
An additional advantage is that the implementation of the present method and operation of the appliance implementing it, do not require modifications or intervention to the conventional electrical 2 wire installation, that is: switched phase and neutral or vice versa. It requires only a rectification circuit connection (e.g. a diode) to the switch controlling the line to the electrified point, whether this point is controlled by a manual switch or by automations activated by the user in an indirect way, or even without any user intervention such as for example the case with timers or other automatic devices.

From this characteristic spawns a further important advantage that the implementation of the present method and the installation of the appliance implementing it, imposes a much lower cost because it utilizes the switched electrified point fixtures that exist today and opens new exploitation possibilities for these points.

The appliance offers galvanic isolation from the network for all electronic circuits and batteries, thus providing complete safety in case of battery replacement by the user.

The attached drawings briefly describe the following:

Drawing 1 depicts the electrical layout for the application of the method to discern the cause of current interruption to a switched electrical point, at a block diagram level.

Drawing 2 depicts the part arrangement of the alternating voltage (AC) to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter (PWM converter) measuring circuit.

Drawing 3 depicts the two different operation modes which may appear in a switched electrified point, by user initiative: namely, both, in the case where the user turns the switch off (Figure 3A) and in the case where the user voluntary turns the switch on (Figure 3B), including relative per case waveforms respectively, when the method is implemented.

Drawing 4 depicts the two different operation modes which may exist, at a switched electrified point when there is a general electrical current failure independent of user volition (namely either due to a general
electrical current failure by the provider or due to damage in the distribution board) both, in the case where the switch was closed at the moment of interruption/damage (Figure 4A) and also in the case where the switch was open at the moment of interruption/damage (Figure 4B), including relative per case waveforms respectively, when the method is implemented.

Drawing 5 depicts the summary flow chart of the process and decision sequences for the implementation of the method as illustrated in drawing 1, but also for the implementation of the method by the appliance.

Drawings 6 and 7 depict the detailed flow chart of the process and decision sequences for the implementation of the method as illustrated in drawing 1, but also for the implementation of the method by the appliance.

Drawing 8 depicts a detailed flow chart of the Vector Interrupt Service routines of the two timers, the PWM timer which is used for the voltage measurement and the 1ms timer which is used for overflow sampling of the PWM timer illustrated in figure 6.

Drawing 9 depicts the connection of the appliance which implements the method of drawing 1, when this includes its own rechargeable battery, thus constituting a new autonomous appliance which is useful, for example, in road lighting installations where by use of telemetric methods (external appliances GSM/GPRS modem) it can alert the control center for problem occurrence (blocks of lights out of service, electrical failure, etc.), while with GPS (Global Positioning System) technology it would notify the exact geographical coordinates of the damage.

Drawing 10 depicts the connection of the appliance which implements the method of drawing 1, when this includes its own rechargeable battery, thus constituting a new autonomous appliance which is useful, for example, as an autonomous safety light with LED lamps.

Drawing 11 depicts the connection of an appliance which implements the method of drawing 1, when this does not include its own rechargeable battery and is connected between a switched electrified point and the
circuit of a safety light of today's technology level (or another appliance with rechargeable battery - host appliance), using a serial data channel e.g. I2C, SPI, UART.

Drawing 12 depicts the way in which the appliance of drawing 11 is connected to a safety light appliance which uses its own rechargeable battery and belongs to today's state of the art.

A non-restrictive application of the method and the appliance which implements it, is described below with reference to the drawings.

Respecting the method (drawings 1 to 8):
As indicated in drawing 1, which portrays the way of implementing this method, a typical electrical installation is a prime requirement, a neutral wire conductor (1) (symbolized with the letter "N"), distributed to all the switched or non switched points, such as switches, plugs with switches, etc., and a phase wire conductor (2) (symbolized with the letter "L") which via switch (3) routes to the point of electrical connection (terminal connector) (4), where the neutral conductor (N) is also directly terminated.

Then, the two conductors are connected to the power supply unit (6) and to the alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter (PWM converter) measuring circuit (10). Then, the phase conductor L is connected to the existing AC load control relay unit (25) and terminates with neutral wire conductor N to the new terminal connector for the AC load (26), and then to the existing load (27) of the switched electrified point (e.g. a common bulb).

Switch (3) is bypassed with the connection of rectification circuit (e.g. a diode) (5) halfwave rectified sine period or variable half sine period. Diode (5) allows unidirectional current flow as soon as the switch is opened, that is $0 < \omega < \pi$ or $\pi < \omega < 2\pi$, depending on the direction the diode is wired to the switch (3).

It is of no significance for the implementation of the method if the rectified half period is positive ($0 < \omega < \pi$) or negative ($\pi < \omega < 2\pi$). The way the diode's anode/cathode is wired to the switch (3) is of no significance: when the cathode is connected towards the existing electrical point (4),
then diode (5) allows flow during the positive half-period \((0<\omega<\pi)\), while when its anode is connected towards the existing electrical point (4) then diode (5) allows flow of the negative half-period \((\pi<\omega<2\pi)\).

Diode (5) also provides with the power required the power supply unit (6) which charges and maintains the battery (9). Diode (5) can be replaced by an electronic circuit that exhibits the same characteristic result, namely unidirectional current flow.

Power source commutator (12) switches the appliance's supply (external load 13), from power supply unit (6) during network presence, to rechargeable battery (9), during backup operation.

Furthermore, as it is shown in Drawings 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8, the microcontroller (8), includes the following program routines for implementation of the method:

8A) Start-up of the application that implements the method (Power on Reset) (8A), which performs the necessary Initialization routines of hardware and variables used in the application and the method, while in case of system failure, it can emit an optical signal by activating LED lamps (28),

8B) Auto Calibration and Diagnostics during production and continuous quality and quantitative testing during operation of the method, while in case of system failure it can emit an optical signal by activating LED lamps (28),

8C) Constant current or constant voltage Battery Charger and Battery Charge Controller, using Pulse Width Modulation method (PWM Battery Charge Control),

8D) Commutation and connection control of the DC load from the rechargeable battery or from the power supply unit (6),

8E) Voluntary or inadvertent current disruption discriminator (Switch & Power Fail Discriminator). The Microcontroller's (8) Discriminator operates in conjunction with rectification circuit (5) monitoring for existence of rectified half sine period or rectified variable half sine period.

(8Z) Existing AC load control routine, which receives a command from the Discriminator (8E) and in turn drives Relay (25) thus controlling conventional lighting.
Always in accordance with the depiction of Drawing 1, using a parallel connection cable (1) neutral conductor and cable phase conductor (2) both connect to power supply unit (6) (switch mode AC/DC supply), mentioned earlier, which is specifically designed: it includes cosine correction circuit (Cos \( \phi \)) and generates the supply voltage required by the method's electronic circuits and external load. The power supply unit (6) is operational in a normal period \((0<\omega<2\pi)\) bypassing diode (5) with switch (3) closed, as well as in a half-period \((0<\omega<\pi)\) or \((\pi<\omega<2\pi)\) of the mains electrical supply, via the rectification unit (5) with switch (3) open. Power supply unit (6) also supplies power circuit (11) battery charger, always under the control of microcontroller (8), for charging of battery (9) with constant current or constant voltage control, in accordance with the battery's technology.

Commutation Switch (7) selects the internal circuit voltage source for the operation of the Microcontroller (8), of the alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10) and the battery charging circuit (11). Namely selects a) the power supply unit (6) when there is network current supply or b) the rechargeable battery (9) when there is no network current supply. Commutation switch (7) operates autonomously and by use of a transistor and two passive components, presents a very low voltage drop for better exploitation of the battery's voltage (9).

The network alternating voltage \(V(t) = V_{pk} \times \text{sine} (\text{cot})\) is converted to a square wave of variable pulse width - PWM by the alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10) (drawing 1 no. 10 and drawing 2) and in digital format is transmitted as time information to the microcontroller (8).

The microcontroller (8) measures the period:

If it is a full sine wave period \((0<\omega<2\pi)\) then it is deduced that there is neither a general failure nor distribution board damage, but that the point is normally electrified. This measurement is owed to the fact that the rectification circuit (5) is bypassed by switch (3) being closed. The rechargeable battery does not switched into operation, but continues its charging via power supply unit (6).
If it is a half sine wave period, negative or positive, $0 < \omega < \pi$ or $\pi < \omega < 2\pi$, then it is deduced that again there is neither a general failure nor distribution board damage, but the electrification was voluntarily disrupted by the user. This measurement is owed to the fact that despite the fact that the switch is open, the rectification circuit (5) allows half-period electrical current flow ($0 < \omega < \pi$ or $\pi < \omega < 2\pi$). Thus the rechargeable battery (9) is again not switched into operation but continues its charging via power supply unit (6).

Finally, if the microcontroller (8) determines that the measured period $T$ is equal to infinity, then it is deduced that there is a general failure (by the provider or due to distribution board damage). In this event the rechargeable battery is switched into operation, while by default, its charging is stopped. Simultaneously, battery charge and control circuit (8C) measures the voltage of the rechargeable battery (9) so as to determine the level of remaining charge. When the battery voltage drops below the manufacture's predefined level of minimum cutoff voltage, the circuit (8C) via commutator (12) stops the appliance's battery (9) backed up operation. The battery, however, continuous the electrical supply of commutation switch (7), microcontroller (8), alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10) and battery (9) charge circuit (11), which are placed in "sleep mode" and remain in this state until network electrification is restored.

Restoration of electrification via the alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10), reverts microcontroller (8) into operation ("wake-up mode") which calculates the period, and by now - since electrification has been restored- the period $T$ is not equal to infinity. Then, via commutation switch (7) circuit switches the supply of commutation switch (7) circuit, Microcontroller (8), alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10) and battery charge (11) circuits, from rechargeable battery (9) to ower supply (6) and continuous the calculation of Period $T$ until Period $T$ is again equal to infinity (to the next general electrical failure).

Drawing 2 depicts the arrangement of parts for the alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10). As shown in drawing 2, measuring/ converter unit (10)
consists of: a very low operational current (185 uApk) voltage monitor integrated circuit (14), optocoupler (15), bridge rectifier (16), resistors (17, 18, 19, 20), Zener diode (21) and capacitor (22). Measuring unit (10) via the optocoupler circuit provides galvanically isolated width modulated pulses (PWM) according to the mathematical formula \( V(t) = V_{pk} \sin(\omega t) \). By implementing this mathematical formula, microcontroller (8) calculates the variable \( T \) (period e.g. 20 msec for 50Hz network) and variable \( t \) (half period e.g. 10msec for 50Hz network). The calculation of magnitude for variables \( T \) and \( t \), is imperative for the implementation of the method.

Drawings 3 and 4 depict the four different operational modes that exist at a switched electrified point when the present method is implemented, including relative waveforms based on 2 parameters: the first parameter is whether the circuit switch is open (Figures 3B & 4B) or closed (Figures 3A & 4A) and the second parameter is whether the electrification is voluntary disrupted by the user (3B) or involuntary general failure by the network provider or due to distribution board damage (4A & 4B).

Thus, drawings 3 and 4 depict the point and the corresponding waveform applicable when the method is implemented: in the state of electricity supply present (3A), in the state of disconnection from the supply by voluntary action, in other words by user volition, (3B), in the state where the point is connected but there is inadvertent lack of work, not per user desire, but due to a general failure either from the provider or due to a distribution board failure (4A), and finally in the state of the point being disconnected by the user, with a concurrent general failure by the provider, that is not at the user's wish (4B).

The waveforms of drawings 3 and 4 are presented via circuit (10) to Discriminator (8E) of Microcontroller (8).

As depicted in Drawing 1 and in Drawing 5 (flowchart) the functions executed by the Microcontroller (8) are briefly the following:
Starts the application (e.g. security light) that implements the method (Power on Reset) (8A), which performs all the necessary hardware and variable Initialization routines for the application and the method.

Then follows a check for the existence, or not, of production process stored technical characteristics. This control is done by the Auto Calibration Check routine (8B). In case of a problem an optical signal is emitted by LED lamps (28).

Both of the above functions are executed only when the appliance is placed into operation for the first time, but also every time it is placed in operation after precedence of total electrical disconnection of the appliance, i.e. when the appliance had been disconnected, both, from the rechargeable battery and the electrical supply network. (Power on clear - POC).

Intentional or Inadventent current disruption Discriminator (Switch & Power fail Discriminator) (8E), monitors for the presence of a rectified half wave sine period or variable half wave sine period. Depending on the result, Discriminator (8E) provides instructions to the Existing Load Control Routine (8Z) to energize or de-energize the Relay (25), as this will be shown detailed in designs 6 up to 8.

Following, on a command from Discriminator (8E), commutator and DC load connection controller (8D), connects supply of the external DC load (13) from the rechargeable battery (9) or the power supply unit (6) respectively.

Next, on a command from Discriminator (8E), Battery Control and Charger (8C) decides if it will continue or discontinue battery charging, as will be shown detailed in drawings 6 up to 8.

Next, a functional test of the luminary is conducted by the Auto Calibration Subroutine (8B) and finally the application which implements the program is executed (e.g. security light operation, street light lamp fail monitor, etc.).

Finally, via the Discriminator (8E) the same program flow is repeated.

In Drawing 1 and in Drawing 6 (flowchart), show in detail execution of the instructions for battery backup mode of operation in the event of total electrical network loss (T= ∞):

Discriminator (8E) (monitoring of voluntary or inadvertent AC voltage interruption) initially checks if the PWM timer for measurement of voltage (drawing 6 and drawing 8) has been started. If not, the
Discriminator (8E) starts the timer. Then, Discriminator (8E) checks if the 1ms time base timer (Tick Timer) has been started. If not, the Discriminator (8E) starts the 1ms time base timer (drawing 6 and drawing 8).

Next, Discriminator (8E) monitors the condition and if the period is equal to infinity \((T=\infty)\), then there has been a general electrical failure thus instructs existing AC Load Controller (8Z) and de-energizes Relay (25) disconnecting the AC load.

Then, instructs battery Charger and Charge Controller (8C) to interrupt battery charging (9), via charging circuit (11). With a command to Commutator and DC load connection controller (8D) switches DC Load supply, from the supply unit (6) to the rechargeable battery (9), namely starting backup operation with termination and instruction cycle repetition from point (C).

Contrary wise, if the period is not equal to infinity \((T=\infty)\), then there has not been a general failure and the Discriminator (8E) measures the voltage \(V=V_{pk}\times\sin(\cot)\).

Drawing 1 and Drawing 7 (flowchart), depict in detail function execution, when there has not been a general failure and a 230 Vims \((v_{pk}=230*1.414)\) network is present.

Discriminator (8E) checks if the voltage is less than 262 Vpk. If it is, instructs battery Charger and Charge Controller (8C) to interrupt battery (9) charging.

Next it checks if the voltage is less than 215Vpk.
If it is not, then de-energizes Relay (25) thus interrupting supply to the existing AC load (27) via the Control routine of existing AC load (8Z) and then follows an instruction repetition cycle from point (C) of drawing 6, namely the control test point of whether \(T=\infty\).

If the voltage is less than 215 Vpk, then, via the Commutator routine and DC load connection controller (8D), sets rechargeable battery (9) into operation and switches DC load supply (13) from supply unit (6) to rechargeable battery (9), thus placing the appliance into backup operation. Next relay (25) is de-energized interrupting supply to the existing AC load (27), via the Control routine of existing AC load (8Z)
and then follows an instruction repetition cycle from point (C) of drawing 6, namely the control test point of whether T= ∞.

If the voltage is not less than 262 Vpk the Discriminator (8E) checks if the voltage is more than 275 Vpk.

If the voltage is not greater than 275Vpk, then via the existing AC load (8Z) Control routine de-energizes relay (25) thus interrupting supply to the existing AC load (27), and then follows an instruction repetition cycle from point (C).

If the voltage is greater than 275Vpk, then via Commutator routine and DC load connection controller (8D), interrupts the backup operation and switches DC load (13) power supply from rechargeable battery (9) to power supply unit (6). Next a test is made if there is half period namely 0<ω<2π or π<ω<2π. If half period exists, it is concluded that switch (3) is intentionally opened by the user, so via the existing AC load Control (8Z) Discriminator (8E) de-energizes Relay (25) and interrupts the electrification to the existing AC load, applying the user's command.

While, if there is no half period, then if there is electrification (Vt>275Vpk) it is concluded that full sine wave period 0<π<2π exists therefore that switch (3) is closed. Then, via the existing AC load Control (8Z) Discriminator (8E) energizes Relay (25) and electrifies the existing AC load and terminates at the Discriminator (8E)(C) and then follows an instruction repetition cycle from point (C) of drawing 6, namely the control point of whether T= ∞.

If however the voltage is not greater than 275Vpk, Discriminator (8E) via existing AC load Control (8Z) de-energizes Relay (25) and interrupts the electrification to existing AC load and executes from the beginning the instruction cycle of drawing 6 with entry at point C.

In conclusion, as depicted in the flowchart of drawings 5, 6, 7 and 8, microcontroller (8) executes a series of instructions in accordance with the programming code, with which it realizes the following functions:
a) initially calculates the instantaneous network voltage, according to the mathematical formula where V(t) = Vpk * t/T
and then,
either
b) if sine wave is found to exist, then electrification exists and if only half period is detected switch (3) is open while if a full period is detected switch (3) is closed, in both circumstances by user volition without occurrence of general failure, therefore user command is executed via existing AC load relay (25), while battery (9) always remains in charging mode,
or
bb) if total lack of sine wave is detected, where T is equal to infinity, then a general failure has occurred, so operation is switched to rechargeable battery (9) operation and via the power circuit (12) connects the external load (13) which may be a light bulb, a GSM/GPRS/GPS modem for transmission of information via the serial channel, of the fault's geographical coordinates, etc.

In reference to the appliance that implements the method (drawings 9 up to 12):
Drawings 9, 10, 11 and 12 depict forms of the appliance which implements the present method when there is a general failure, caused by the provider, or due to distribution board failure.

Drawings 9 and 10 depict the electrical layout of the appliance when it incorporates its own rechargeable battery, thus constituting a new autonomous appliance, that can be used e.g. (in drawing 9) for installation in urban lighting poles whereby using, telematic methods, to inform the control center about the existence of a problem (block of street lights out of service, interruption etc.), while by GPS technology (Global Positioning System), be able to notify geographical coordinates of the damage, or where (in drawing 10) be able to be used as an autonomous safety luminary with LED lamps.

Drawing 11 and 12 depicts the electrical layout of the appliance when it does not incorporate its own rechargeable battery and is connected between the switched electrified point and the circuit of a safety luminary of the current state of art (drawing 11), using a serial channel, e.g. I2C, SPI, UART, as well as the connection method (drawing 12).
Drawings 9, 10 and 11 have, in majority, a common electrical layout and differ in the segment of their specific implementation, namely:

As shown in designs 9, 10 and 11 the neutral conductor cable (1) ("N"), is distributed to all electrical points switched or not, such as switches, plugs incorporating switches, etc., and leads to the electrical point of connection (terminal connector) (4). Also, phase conductor (2) ("L"), via switch (3) is also routed to electrical point connection (terminal connector) (4).

Then, the two wires connect to power unit (6) and to alternating voltage converter to Pulse Width Modulation measuring circuit - PWM (10). Phase conductor L connects to existing AC load relay control unit (25) and terminates with the neutral conductor N to the new AC load terminal connector (26), and then to switched point's existing load (27).

Switch (3) is bypassed with half wave or variable half wave rectifier diode (5).

Diode (5) supplies required power to power supply unit (6) which charges and maintains battery (9), whether this battery belongs to the appliance (drawings 9 and 10) or this battery belongs to the emergency luminary in which the appliance is embedded (designs 11 and 12).

Power supply unit (6) also supplies battery charging power circuit (11), always under the control of the microcontroller (8) for charging of battery (9).

Power supply unit (6) has cosine (Cos ϕ) correction circuit and generates the supply voltage required by the electronic circuits of the appliance. Power supply unit (6) is operable insomuch a normal period (0<ω<2π) with switch (3) bypassing diode (5), as in half period (0<ω<π) or (π<ω<2π) of the electrical sine wave supply, via rectifier diode (5) with switch (3) open.

Microcontroller (8) of the appliance includes program routines that were mentioned above during the Description of the method, namely Application Start (Monitor) (8A), Auto Calibration - Diagnostics (8B), Battery charging control (8C), Rechargeable battery to load connection controller (8D), Discriminator of voluntary or inadvertent current interruption (8E) κα
Existing load control (8Z).
In case of system fault, Application (8A) and Diagnostics routine (8B)
can activate led lamps (28) to emit an optical signal.

The microcontroller (8) calculates the period.

If the period is \(0 < \omega < 2\pi\), the user's command is executed, namely the
existing AC load is electrified via relay (25). The rechargeable battery
does not enter in operation but continues its charging via the supply unit
(6). Simultaneously the commutation switch (7) selects power supply unit
(6) as the internal voltage source for the operation circuits.

If the period is \(0 < \omega < \pi\) or \(\pi < \omega < 2\pi\), again the user's command is executed,
namely supply of the existing AC load is discontinued. The rechargeable
battery once again does not go into operation but continues charging via
the power supply unit (6). Simultaneously the commutation switch (7)
selects power supply unit (6) as the internal voltage source for the
operation of circuits.

Finally, if the microcontroller (8) determines that the period measured is
equal to infinity, then a general failure by the provider or due to
distribution board failure has occurred, in which case rechargeable
battery enters operation and its charging is discontinued. Simultaneously,
commutation switch (7) selects as the internal voltage source for the
operation of circuits, rechargeable battery (9).

As depicted in drawing 9, as soon as electrification is interrupted,
rechargeable battery (9) supplies GSM/GPRS Modem device and GPS
system (32) in order to convey to the relevant control center of urban or
national road lighting installation or of factories or of offices, the
information that a section (block) of street lighting bulbs has been put out
of service due to electrification interruption or "burned out" fuse, or that
a specific light bulb is malfunctioning/burned out and sent the exact
geographical coordinates of the point of failure. Current sensor (33) is
used for the detection. Rechargeable battery operation continues until the
battery's voltage drops below the manufacture's predefined minimum cut
out voltage level, in which case commutator (12) interrupts backup
battery (9) connection to the GSM/GPRS Modem devices and GPS
system. However, battery (9) continues to supply the appliance's circuits,
which are placed in "sleep mode" and remain in this mode until the network supply is restored.

Drawing 10 depicts the appliance as backup light (safety luminary). Specifically, when the network voltage is 185 Vrms charging of the battery is interrupted. When the network voltage drops below 150 Vrms, via battery rechargeable battery (9), switch mode constant current, voltage stepup converter (23) is put into operation which in turn drives array of led lamps (24) and simultaneously Relay (25) is de-energized.

When the voltage rises over 165Vrms, then operation of switch mode stepup converter (23) is interrupted resulting in led lamps (24) being turned off and when the voltage rises over 190Vrms then charging of rechargeable battery (9) is reinstated and relay (25) is enabled which respectively supplies existing AC load (27), in accordance with switch (3) command.

In drawings 11 and 12 the appliance is depicted as an autonomous appliance subsystem (module) which is embedded in an appliance of uninterruptible or emergency operation, namely an external host appliance which uses its own rechargeable battery (design 11), as well as the electrical layout (design 12). In this case, the appliance is inserted between the switched electrified point and the safety luminary (Host) circuitry.

The battery charging power circuit (11) is connected to the rechargeable battery of the host appliance with intervention of dual terminal connectors (30 & 31). The two terminal connectors will be inserted between the rechargeable battery, already provided by the host luminary, and the point where the battery was previously connected to the safety luminary (Host).

With this connection, power commutator circuit (12) supplies the host appliance. Communication of Microcontroller (8) with the Microcontroller of the host appliance is done via serial channel (29) which is adapted to the requirements of the host appliance, such as I2C, SPI, UART.

Also, with this connection, a safety luminary of the current state of the art, can now be installed at a point of switched electrification.

The present method and the appliance implementing it, can certainly be installed and be operational at a non switched but continuously electrified point, without use of rectifying circuit (5).
CLAIMS

1. Method for the detection of current interruption which is characterized in that
   a) can be applied to a switched electrified point that is supplied by a neutral conductor
      ("N") (1) and a phase conductor ("L") (2), without a third conductor of permanent current supply, b) creates a new switched connection point controlled by relay (25), which leads to an AC load connection and c) charges rechargeable battery (9) using rectifying circuit (5) that bypasses switch (3), and which discerns

   - if general electrification interruption occurred (caused by the provider or due to distribution board failure), or
   - if electrification interruption occurred willingly by the user via switch (3), or
   - if electrification interruption has not occurred,

   executing with the help of the Microcontroller (8), the following steps:

   1) pulse width modulated converter (PWM Converter) (10), converts the AC voltage to digital time information in accordance with
      \[ V(t) = V_{pk} \cdot \sin(\omega t) \],

   2) the microcontroller (8) measures the time of half period (t) and period (T), calculates the ratio between them t/T and deduces the network voltage and,

   3) if total lack of sine wave is detected, then there is a general current failure, in which case charging of rechargeable battery (9) and supply to the AC load (27) is discontinued, while operation of the appliance switches from power supply unit (6) to rechargeable battery (9),

   4) if a positive or negative half sine period \((0 < \omega \pi \text{ or } \pi < \omega \cdot 2\pi)\) is detected, then there is no general failure but switch (3) is intentionally open by the user and half sine period current flow is due to rectification circuit (5) which bypasses switch (3), in which case electrification to the AC load is interrupted in accordance to user's command, and rechargeable battery continues its charging via power supply unit (6),

   5) whereas if no half sine period is detected while electrification exists, it is concluded that a whole sine period exists \((0 < \omega \cdot 2\pi)\) and that switch (3) is intentionally closed by the user, so the current flow during the whole sine wave period is due to the closed switch
2. Method for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claim 1, which is characterised in that:

Alternating voltage to Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10) converts alternating network voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation - PWM and transfers this as time to Microcontroller (8), which measures the period \( T \) and if it finds that the measured period is \( T = \infty \), then it is deduced that there is general current failure, in which case the following steps are executed:

1. AC load is disconnected via Relay (25),
2. charging of the rechargeable battery (9) is discontinued
3. supply of DC load is switched from power supply unit (6) to rechargeable battery (9),
4. voltage measurement of rechargeable battery (9) continues,
5. when the battery voltage reaches the low voltage cutout limit as dictated by its manufacturer, via commutator (12) its use is restricted to the electrification of the circuits of commutator switch (7) Microcontroller (8), PWM (10) circuit, and charging circuit (11), in "sleep mode" state,
6. at restoration of electrification, microcontroller (8) operation is reinstated "wakeup mode" via PWM (10) circuit, and once again starts period measurement,
7. power supply of commutator switch circuit (7), microcontroller (8), PWM (10) circuit and battery charging (11), is switched from rechargeable battery (9) to power supply unit (6) via commutator switch circuit (7),
8. until period \( T \) becomes once again equal to infinity (at the next general interruption of electrification) where the above steps are again repeated.

3. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 and 2, which is characterized by that it is implemented in the same
manner using instead of rechargeable batteries, capacitors or super capacitors (supercaps).

4. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 to 3 which is characterized by that the diode (5) can be replaced by an electronic circuit which leads to the same technical result, that is unidirectional current flow (such as synchronous rectification).

5. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 to 4 which is characterized by that it is implemented in the same manner when there is no general failure but a drop in voltage, as the meaning is defined by international organizations pertaining to safety systems.

6. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 to 3 which is characterized by that if use of diode 5 is abolished, the implementation of the method is restricted to continuously electrified point.

7. Appliance for the detection of current interruption which implements the above method in accordance with claims 1 to 6 which is characterized by that it consists of:
   - microcontroller (8),
   - power supply unit (switched mode AC/DC converter) which includes cosine (Cos φ) correction circuit (6),
   - alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM Converter (10),
   - battery charging power circuit (11),
   - commutator switch (7) which selects the internal voltage source for the operation of circuits of Microcontroller (8), alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM Converter (10), and battery charging circuit (11),
   - power source commutator (12) which switches appliance source of supply from the power supply unit (6) to rechargeable battery (9), during back up operation,
   - control relay for existing AC load (25)
   - new terminal block AC load (26) connection,
this appliance is connected to neutral ("N") (1) and phase ("L") (2), conductors terminations, via switched electrified point (3), inset between point (4) and new connection point (26) and operates in combination with rectifying circuit (5) which is placed at switch (3) bypassing it when it is open, and by that, via serial channel (29) is connected to appliance of interruptible or emergency operation (host appliance) incorporating its own rechargeable battery (9), with points of connection for the appliance with the battery of the host appliance, double terminal connectors, input (30) and output (31).

8. Appliance for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claim 7, which implements the above method in accordance with claims 1 to 6 which is characterized by that it may additionally have its own rechargeable battery (9), current sensor (33) to diagnose light bulb failure, and external wireless information transmission devices (such as GSM/GPRS/GPS modem (32)), in which case via power circuit (12) and via serial channel (29), transmits information resulting from the implementation of the method, not only for general failure (e.g. fuse damage), but also for light bulb damage, as well as problem specific geographical coordinates.

9. Appliance for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 8, which implements the above method in accordance with claims 1 to 6, which is characterized by that it may have its own rechargeable battery (9), switch mode constant current voltage stepup converter (23) which in turn drives array of led lamps (24), thus constituting an autonomous safety luminary.

10. Appliance for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7, 8 and 9, which implements the above method in accordance with claims 1 to 6, which is characterized by that it is placed between switched electrified point (conductors N and L) terminal connector (4), and electrified load (27), which henceforth is connected to the new connection point (terminal connector) (26) via relay (25).
11. Appliance for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 10, which implements the above method in accordance with claims 1 to 6, which is characterized by that it has led lamps (28), with which the microcontroller (8) emits an optical signal in case of system failure.

12. Appliance for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 11, which implements the above method in accordance with claims 1 to 6 which is characterized by that it provides galvanic isolation from the network of all electronic circuits and batteries.

13. Appliance for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 12, which implements the above method in accordance with claims 1 to 6 which is characterized by that the rechargeable battery (9) can be replaced by capacitors or super-capacitors.
CLAIMS

1. Method for the detection of current interruption which is characterized by that a) can be applied to a switched electrified point that is supplied by a neutral conductor ("N") (1) and a phase conductor ("L") (2), without a third conductor of permanent current supply, b) creates a new switched connection point controlled by relay (25), which leads to an AC load connection and c) charges rechargeable battery (9) using rectifying circuit (5) that bypasses switch (3), and which discerns

- if general electrification interruption occurred (caused by the provider or due to distribution board failure), or
- if electrification interruption occurred willingly by the user via switch (3), or
- if electrification interruption has not occurred,

executing with the help of the Microcontroller (8), the following steps:

1) pulse width modulated converter (PWM Converter) (10), converts the AC voltage to digital time information in accordance with $V(t)=V_{pk}\times\text{sine}(\omega t)$,

2) the microcontroller (8) measures the time of half period ($t$) and period ($T$), calculates the ratio between them $t/T$ and deduces the network voltage and,

3) if total lack of sine wave is detected, then there is a general current failure, in which case charging of rechargeable battery (9) and supply to the AC load (27) is discontinued, while operation of the device switches from power supply unit (6) to rechargeable battery (9),

4) if a positive $0<\omega<\pi$ or negative half sine period $\pi<\omega<2\pi$ is detected, then there is no general failure but switch (3) is intentionally open by the user and half sine period current flow is due to rectification circuit (5) which bypasses switch (3), in which case electrification to the AC load is interrupted in accordance to user's command, and rechargeable battery continues its charging via power supply unit (6),

5) whereas if no half sine period is detected while electrification exists, it is concluded that a whole sine period exists $0<\omega<2\pi$ and that switch (3) is intentionally closed by the user, so the current flow during the whole sine wave period is due to the closed switch
(3), which bypasses rectification circuit (5), so electrification of AC load (27) continues in accordance with user's command, and charging of rechargeable battery continues via power supply unit (6).

2. Method for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claim 1, which is characterised by that:

Alternating voltage to Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM (10) converts alternating network voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation - PWM and transfers this as time to Microcontroller (8), which measures the period (T) and if it finds that the measured period is $T = \infty$, then is deduced that there is general current failure, in which case the following steps are executed:

1. AC load is disconnected via Relay (25),
2. charging of the rechargeable battery (9) is discontinued
3. supply of DC load is switched from power supply unit (6) to rechargeable battery (9),
4. voltage measurement of rechargeable battery (9) continues,
5. when the battery voltage reaches the low voltage cutout limit as dictated by its manufacturer, via commutator (12) its use is restricted to the electrification of the circuits of commutator switch (7) Microcontroller (8), PWM (10) circuit, and charging circuit (11), in "sleep mode" state,
6. at restoration of electrification, microcontroller (8) operation is reinstated "wakeup mode" via PWM (10) circuit, and once again starts period measurement,
7. power supply of commutator switch circuit (7), microcontroller (8), PWM (10) circuit and battery charging (11), is switched from rechargeable battery (9) to power supply unit (6) via commutator switch circuit (7),
8. until period $T$ becomes once again equal to infinity (at the next general interruption of electrification) where the above steps are again repeated.

3. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 and 2, which is characterized by that it is implemented in the same...
manner using instead of rechargeable batteries, capacitors or super capacitors.

4. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 to 3 which is characterized by that the diode (5) can be replaced by an electronic circuit which leads to the same technical result, that is unidirectional current flow.

5. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 to 4 which is characterized by that it is implemented in the same manner when there is no general failure but a drop in voltage, as the meaning is defined by international organizations pertaining to safety systems.

6. Method for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 1 to 3 which is characterized by that if use of diode 5 is abolished, the implementation of the method is restricted to continuously electrified point.

7. Device for the detection of current interruption, characterized by that it consists of:
   - microcontroller (8),
   - power supply unit (switched mode AC/DC converter) which includes cosine (Cos φ) correction circuit (6),
   - alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM Converter (10),
   - battery charging power circuit (11),
   - commutator switch (7) which selects the internal voltage source for the operation of circuits of Microcontroller (8), alternating voltage to square wave Pulse Width Modulation converter measuring circuit - PWM Converter (10), and battery charging circuit (11),
   - power source commutator (12) which switches device source of supply from the power supply unit (6) to rechargeable battery (9), during back up operation,
   - control relay for existing AC load (25)
   - new terminal block AC load (26) connection,
this device is connected to neutral ("N") (1) and phase ("L") (2), conductors terminations, via switched electrified point (3), inset between point (4) and new connection point (26) and operates in combination with rectifying circuit (5) which is placed at switch (3) bypassing it when it is open,

and by that, via serial channel (29) is connected to a host device of interruptible or emergency operation incorporating its own rechargeable battery (9), with points of connection for the device with the battery of the host device, double terminal connectors, input (30) and output (31).

8. Device for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claim 7, which is characterized by that it may additionally have its own rechargeable battery (9), current sensor (33) to diagnose light bulb failure, and external wireless information transmission devices (32), in which case via power circuit (12) and via serial channel (29), transmits information resulting from the implementation of the method, not only for general mains failure, but also for light bulb damage, as well as problem specific geographical coordinates.

9. Device for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 8, which is characterized by that it may have its own rechargeable battery (9), switch mode constant current voltage stepup converter (23) which in turn drives array of led lamps (24), thus constituting an autonomous safety luminary.

10. Device for detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 9, which is characterized by that it is placed between switched electrified point via terminal connector (4), and electrified load (27), which henceforth is connected to the new connection point, terminal connector (26) via relay (25).

11. Device for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 10, which is characterized by that it has led lamps (28), with which the microcontroller (8) emits an optical signal in case of system failure.
12. Device for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 11, which is characterized by that it provides galvanic isolation from the network of all electronic circuits and batteries.

13. Device for the detection of current interruption in accordance with claims 7 to 12, which is characterized by that the rechargeable battery (9) can be replaced by capacitors or super-capacitors.
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